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INTRODUCTION

During four days of June 1988, I paddled over a hundred miles through the

Isles of the West Coast of'Scotland in a Kayak. I.lived like.Robinson Crusoe
on tiny islands amidst the porpoises and seals. The last mile was spent
towing my canoe towards the Kyle of Loch Alsh following an encounter with a
Basking Shark in heavy seas. Luckily I was discovered on the:beach and had
some time recovering from hypothermia in hospital on Skye. I dwelt on how to
get back amongst the Islands less dangerously. I decided a dinghy might be

sensible and a friend who knows about these things told me that my particular
requirement would be best suited by a boat design called "Wayfarer`. With
great enthusiasm I enrolled on a Yachtmaster course. Many frustrating months
were spent chasing the short supply of good quality Wayfarers whilst I
maintained enthusiasm by reading Wayfarer logs. I was assured by Frank Dye at
the boatshow that harebrained adventures could be survived. Patience was
rewarded in late January 1989 with the acquisition of W7027 which was promptly
christened "Catatonia`. I soon wished I had started Wayfaring earlier. This
log is offered as a modest "quadrology` of the first four trips made to catch
up lost time. Ineptitudes in planning and execution are laid bare, warts and
all, so that similarly inexperienced readers can avoid the pitfalls. The
narrative is shared by Lorraine, who joins in many adventures whilst patiently
waiting for me to mature into more sedate pastimes.

Lesson 1 - Use Checklists P2
Stone to Walton at 7 knots - 6/2/89'

Lesson 2 - Ignore the Almanac . P4

I.o.W. Time Trial - 5/5/89

Lesson 3 - Check the Event is Still'on :-P6
A Lonely 24 HR Event - 17/7/89

Lesson 4 - Uninhabited Islands Can Seriously Damage Your Health P10
Fog-bound on Ynys Gwylan-fawr - 5/8/89
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Lesson 1 USE CHECKLISTS

Having given me the original advice Derek decided it was his duty to be
present at Catatonia's christening, so the two of us formulated the modest
plan to sail round England in day-sails, starting at the coast nearest our
home, which is Stone at Blackwater.

We evolved some elegant1 logistics. Derek and I would park the locked-car and
empty trailer at the launch point, leaving Lorraine exact details of this
location and the planned.landing, both of which are selected from the "where
to launch your boat" book. Lorraine sets out by a pre-planned time in her
car, parks it. next to mine, and drives my car and trailer to the agreed
landfall point.. Our planned positions at each hour.are marked on Lorraine's
map should she and the girls wish to wave from the shore. Coastguards please
omit the next paragraph.

Derek and I had each just acquired a VHF radio. On every quarter hour around
the pick up time, Lorraine's passengers listen in-on a pre-agreed channel.
"Catatonia calling evening cloud 4" signifying one hour late, `morning cloud
3" means forty five minutes early..-Evening mist 2" means we are targetting a
landfall two miles beyond that planned. Such signals satisfy most of the DTI
VHF usage guidelines.

If all else fails, we telephone the car phone. from.a call box after landing.
After meeting up, we enjoy a meal 1o.recuperate, all drive back to her car and
then home in convoy. With all these contingencies what could go wrong?

This first trip was planned with military precision. My headlights picked
Derek out on the corner of his street at 05.26. We planned to leave shore at
07.26. All was running to plan until 07.10 when Derek, upto his waist in
freezing water asked where I'd stored the rudder bar. "It must be in the
boot" I replied, but with little conviction. A search of the boot indicated
the worst. I hoped Derek would realise where I'd gone as I sped homewards to
rectify this shameful omission. Thanks to the carphone and a helpful
neighbour, the neglected rudder bar was intercepted at the Potters Bar M25
intersection and I awoke Derek from his slumbers in time to leave a mere three
hours behind our precise schedule. In my absence he had tried ingeniously to
get a borrowed rudder bar from the Stone dinghy compound to fit.

Things got better. Catatonia bolted down the Blackwater like a thoroughbred.
I was delighted with my new purchase and all the clouds disappeared by midday.
A force six wind gave metre waves to test us at the estuary mouth. . Derek
could not recall better sailing weather as we steadily overhauled the lost
three hours.

We passed Frinton so far ahead of schedule that I wondered whether Great
Yarmouth would be a possible destination before nightfall. I didn't wonder
for very long as I had not told Lorraine of the distances in plan A, let alone
the longer journey. Such a trick would be likely to precipitate one of
Lorraine's rare sense of humour defects. We turned to port and headed for the
Walton backwaters. Even in this confined water space, the force seven gusts
were whipping up waves well over a metre high. Catatonia gave a fine rodeo
performance for her new owner, to the extent that I had to pass the helm to
the much more experienced Derek. An hours jib duty in a very slow tortuous
beat left not a dry stitch on my aching body.
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Lesson 1 continued ...

In early February there is no life to be found in the empty buildings up the
Walton backwaters, and we eventually pulled up the ramp of the Walton and
Frinton yacht club. We were immensely grateful that they had left their
changing rooms unlocked such that we were able to get into relatively dry
clothes. Then we limped into town to phone Lorraine's carphone to establish
her whereabouts. Her phone seemed to be left on divert, so we employed my
sisters services as a link communicator. Lorraine takes up the story ....

Richard had timed the projected positions on the ordnance survey map with what
turned out to be naive precision. His diligent application of newly acquired
tide planning skills had resulted in timings to the nearest milnute. The
girls' enthusiasm for checking out these feats of predictive navigation
improved a great deal when I promised them a restaurant meal after the --brief"-
pick-up process. We all set off at midday, as planned, in high spirits. Our
success at finding Richard's car exactly where he had indicated on the map
went to our heads. Thus we did not see the local policeman observing us from
a distance as we swopped vehicles. A piercing burglar alarm penetrated the
genteel Sunday morning of Stone village. Richard's warnings about the
difficulty of manoeuvring a trailer turned out to be well founded and within a
few hundred yards I had extensively remodelled the coach work on his new Honda
Legend. His suspicions fully aroused, the policeman made himself known to me
in the politest possible manner. He seemed happy with my explanation of
events, but asked me to produce my motoring documents within the requisite
five days.

'This is a brisk day for your friends to be out on the water. The coast-guard
radioed our station saying that the helicopter had picked up a capsized
trawler crew, and that a small orange dinghy was going up the coast at an
enormous rate of knots. What type of boat were your friends sailing?`
`Probably that orange Wayfarer", I replied. --We planned to follow them up the
coast until we find them..- -On two counts I don't think you will, Miss.
Firstly, there's no road up the coast, and secondly I can't let you drive up
the A12 with night falling and no lights mounted on the trailer.` `However,
I'll be off on my rounds now and shan't return for some time" he winked.

I don't remember Richard describing this leg of the journey as seventy miles
long. The next hour was spent getting progressively more lost in deepest
darkest Essex. Fractious behaviour in the back of the car under-lined that
this was not the girls' idea of having fun. The car phone rang to relieve us
of our misery. It was Richard's sister in an agitated state. `Where are you?
Richard and Derek have been huddled in a phone box on the outskirts of Walton
since 4 o'clock.' The boys had relayed to Jessica full details of how to find
the Walton & Frinton yacht club. She had a road atlas, so guided me over the
last forty miles through regular phone contact. We arrived just after the
club house had been opened to find Richard and Derek huddled over a heater
trying to regain normal body temperature. Body fluid levels were also being
normalized through the medicinal application of a most agreeable locally
brewed ale.

The following day a kind lady in Stone handed the purse I had dropped, whilst
changing cars, into her local police station. The policeman was amused to
find the same name inside as that of the scatterbrained woman he had asked to
produce her driving documents the previous evening. Richard was embarrassed
to find the borrowed tiller bar in his boat, meaning that they hac mistakenly
put his own back in the dinghy compound. The following weekend, we retraced
the eighty miles to correct both these follies.

Richard now has a 'to take' checklist taped inside Catatonia's bo)ld cover.
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Lesson 2 IGNORE THE ALMANAC

Without any competition, a false sense of invincibility can prevail. We
seriously believed that the first sail had taught us all there was to know
about wayfarers. Catatonia was plainly a thoroughbred and we owed it to the
Wayfaring community to demonstrate just how fast the marque could perform.
Pat Dollard's Isle of Wight rally on the 5th May 1989 was to be her debut.

We underestimated preparation time and arrived at Calshott as Pat's briefing
ended and the bar opened. Derek and I proceeded to do what away teams do best
and mainlined to a case of mild alcoholic poisoning as dawn rose over Calshott
barracks. This sinister cluster of buildings once gave birth to the Scheider
Trophy Winning S6B.

Mr Dollard hosts a slick event and participants from far flung corners of
Britain enjoyed a catholic range of sailing conditions during a delightful
day. The tides aided progress around the seventy mile course. The event has
been more than adequately chronicled elsewhere.

Pride comes before a fall. It was sobering for this fall to last eleven
hours, seventeen minutes. We were first away from the line, being sure that
`time trial" was a euphemism for "no holds barred race`. The non-competetive
description was chosen, we imagined, to allow our competitors to -etain some
dignity following the trouncing they were about to endure.

The nautical almanac showed significantly stronger tides out from the shore,
and we were gullible to this lie. A fleet of local contestants who knew
better, slipped past close in to Black Gang Chine. As the day matured we were
passed by every other entrant. Ladies, pensioners, old boats and wooden boats
all slipped past.
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Lesson 3 CHECK THE EVENT IS STILL ON

Pat Dollard's IOW rally in May was only my second serious dinghy trip, thus we

learned lots about handling Catatonia. Therefore, when he encouraged

attendance of this event, I gleefully ahtlcipated testing these lessons and

logging overnight miles towards my Yachtmaster certificate.

Lilly-livered inadequates decommitted until two stout-hearted fellows remained;
Mike who last sailed in 1980 and Philip, who had never sailed at all. He was

allowed along provided he promised neither to panic nor to slow us through sea

sickness. He confirmed that only late salary cheques induced panic and
excitedly appointed himself chef.

The lady sharing Pat's telephone was disagreeable relaying messages, so we

decided to assume that the rules would be as described in the Wayfarer log for

1986. Our trailer driver was visiting friends in Hastings, therefore was not

prepared to drive westwards, whatever the wind direction!

Philip threw himself energetically into planning a cordon-bleu repast. The

bar (two crates of lager) was assigned to the bilges to keep cool, and the

rear hold was dedicated as the galley. I allowed him the primus stove on the

proviso that, in the event of cooking being impossible, there would be enough

alternative food to keep 3 sailors in good fettle. It was my unspoken thought

that Philip would soon disband these grand intentions when he discovered the

privations of being at sea. It was all we could do to prevent him packing his
tuxedo on the offchance that we would reach France or meet up with a liner
full of impressionable nymphets.

We left home at 06:00, arriving at Calshott at 09:30. We were reassured when

the security-guard recognized the phrase " Wayfarer 24hr event", but were
fleetingly disturbed not to find anyone associated with the trip. However,

assuming 10:00 to be the deadline, we were afloat by 09:59. A gale force zero

had us paddling Hawaii-5-0 style down the estuary. This plainly wasn't going

to be a record breaking sail, so we opened the bar early and drifted towards
the open sea. To complete his image of "being on a yacht", Philip unpacked

his personal stereo, placed the speakers for maximum effect and proceeded to

inflict his taste in music on the maritime neighbourhood. I gave the crew
their safety briefing itemising common fatalities at sea, namely: drowning

and hypothermia. I also informed them that a yachtsman had recently died and

his crew lost limbs upon impact with a hydrofoil. We learned later that this
had recurred almost within sight of our boat, just an hour earlier. Luckily
no-one had been seriously hurt.

Throughout the day, our sunburn matured and the beercans picked up a vile

taste of gearbox oil from the outboard motor. We contrasted the life of "real

men" with the decomitting "quiche men" at their suddenly discovered "prior
engagements".
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Lesson 3 continued .....
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Lesson 3 continued.....

We felt very singular and conspicuous travelling across the paths of

water-borne hoardes as they scurried for Chichester harbour on the evening

tide. I now know how a hedgehog must feel crossing a motorway. With Selsey

Bill in our sights Philip started the meal. As the waves were only slight,
and the wind barely force three, we did not intervene. Just as he had
skillfully brought mashed potato and peas to heat, we encountered some
difficult overfalls. In the confused seas, Mike darted from jib-duty to
helping hold down plates and primus. He took over the helm as I started the
eating shift only to have the spray from a wave scoop my peas off my plate
onto the floor. An animated debate on whether we were enjoying ourselves
found us unanimously affirmative and Mike took photographs to celebrate the
bizarre occasion. Minutes later we were alone with just the lights of seaside
resorts between two and ten miles away throughout the brilliantly moonlit
night.

The next adventure was sleeping. I tried first but was woken by flapping
sails for ninety becalmed minutes off Bognor Regis and `buried alive"

nightmares as my shoulders were jammed under the front seat. I sailed between
midnight and 04:00 then tried again. I resolved to avoid the previous
nightmares by curling up over the centre board with my head uppermost.
However, my colleagues contrived to tack just as I became too weary to react

and my head became downmost. The wind grew and slabs of water descended down
my neck and out through my trousers. Everything I touched was sodden with
water including my sleeping bag.

Dawn turned fretful semiconsciousness into utterly depressing awareness. The

self bailers had been left closed from when the boat had insufficient speed.
The stereo, maps, clothes etc., were afloat in a rapidly increasing depth of
water as waves crashed over the gunwales. I stared interminably to the
horizon, half hoping we were so far at sea that a capsize would end it all.
When I eventually looked over my shoulder, land was only five miles away. The

increasing warmth of the sun revived spirits and by the time we reached Beachy

Head we decided again that we were "having fun`.

`AUTHOR & CHEF WITH SPIRITS REVIVED--
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Lesson 3 continued......

We had been anguishing about the better progress made by the rest of the fleet
who had presumably sailed westwards. As the seconds ticked away to 09:59, we
drew level with Pevensey Bay. My suggestion to sail on to Hastings met strong,
resistance from Mike's aching backside. Our inauspicious sail concluded in an
ignominious fiasco, landingion.shingle at the Eastbourne Sailing Club. The
aptly named Catatonia soon became the receptacle for a ton of sea-water.

An imminent race had depleted the normal reserves of willing shore-helpers.
My camera being in the wave-battered hold prevented access to the drain plugs.
An hour later we harnessed a power winch. It is a tribute to the Wayfarer's
design that the bow attachment survived the haul up a thirty degree shingle
bank with its briny ballast on board.

I urgently logged our landfall with Lorraine, onlytto discover that we had
been the only entrant. Magnanimous organisers would log our intrepid seventy-
two miles as winning the 1989 Wayfarer 24hr event - but we console ourselves
with this humble report.
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Lesson 4 UNINHABITED ISLANDS CAN SERIOUSLY DAMAGE YOUR HEALTH

Richard had-planned a nautical emphasis -for. 1989. Of the forty achievements
for which points were to to be accrued, twelve were for sailing or canoeing.
There were -a thousand points for acquiring:a wayfarer, five hundred points for
sailing to an island, a bonus of five hundred.for camping overnight thereon,
and a further bonus of five hundred;if it' was-uninhabited. Adding five points
per mile logged toward Yachtmaster experience,-a hundred and-fifty points for
each active weekend away, and two hundred points per hour of riveting video
footage gave a clean sweep of two thousand+ points in the one adventure. He
was anxious that summer should not pass.without this trip. Only our ten
thousand mile drive behind the iron curtain and across Africa was to net more
points in one journey. -

We planned this first Wayfaring trip together for 5th August and were very
excited about it; at least Richard was, because this was the first time he had
actually got me to commit myself to joining him. tOur destination was Bardsey
Island, off the tip of North Wales. The ruined abbey marked on the map would
give ghoulish excitement to the overnight stay. We have since read that
Bardsey was a significant Christian retreat during the brutal dark ages - to
the extent that three pilgrimages therto were deemed equivalent to one visit
to Rome. There are said to be twenty thousand saints buried on the island,
and even now, human bones are occasionally washed up nearby.

At 10.30 that Friday evening, we left "Littlecroft". Richard drove through
the night stopping only for two hours sleep and to stock up with provisions in
Pwllheli, arriving at 09.00 hrs in Abersoch. There were some slight hitches
getting Catatonia launched. The centre board was jammed with gravel from the
last beaching. Four hours later we set sail into Cardigan bay. It was a
lovely sunny day and I was quite looking forward to the adventure. Being
Regatta day, the bay was alive with speedboats, windsurfers and jetskiers.
The water was blue and clear enough to see bright pink jelly-fish occasionally
pulsating many feet below. We followed the coastline and enjoyed five hours
of most pleasurable sailing. One island we passed was home to a herd of
magnificent antlered deer. I wondered why I had been so nervous of joining
Richard before. The deep sense of well-being was new to me. I recalled the
cosy snugness I felt as a youngster occupying a newly made hideout. There was
also a tinge of excitement. Less laudibly, I indulged the self-righteousness
often felt by Guardian readers as they convene with nature in locations
untrodden by the base, common and popular. I quite took to being at sea and
could not imagine the calamities described by timorous girlfriends.

A holiday-maker with his wife and daughter were enduring just one such
calamity, their hire boat having had engine failure several miles out to sea.
He caught our attention with his distress signal. Half an hour's tacking
brought us alongside him. Richard's irritation at this lost time gave way to
great righteousness when asked if dinghies ever carried a VHF radio. Having
just passed his VHF operators exam Richard was delighted to break his new
radio in on such a worthwhile emergency and motioned the crew (me) to get it
from the hold. "Unless you packed it, the radio is still on the back seat of
the car!" came my stern reply. So, Catatonia set off to get help, or at least
to inform the authorities of his dilemma.

Three miles later we disembarked on a deserted beach at the foot of a cliff.
I "slept guard" on Catatonia whilst Richard scaled the heights to find a
caravan site. One gentleman, who may have been in league with the boat hire
company, had been watching the drama through binoculars and planned to offer
the unfortunates a £20.00 tow when he had finished dinner.
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Lesson 4 continued .....

Back on the beach, all was not well. My prostrate slumber had prevented
Catatonia moving, but not the tide. The only other soul on the beach was
coaxed from mending- nets to help heave W7027 fromther landlocked state.

Three hours later we returned to find no sign of the cause of our lost
afternoon. We set sail again with some satisfaction that at least he and his
family were not going to be marooned out at sea for the night.

On reflection, we would have been better off makingrcamp on. that secluded,
picturesque beach. We had both enjoyedithe sail, the sun was still shining
and we could have enjoyed our barbecue in desert island type surroundings.
But, we didn't, and sailed on. The wind lessened. Richard became engrossed
in the map and after many ..minutes morose introspection, shared his
disappointing discovery - that there was a lighthouse marked on Bardsey
Island. Our mission to camp overnight on an uninhabited island was. therefore
in jeopardy. He noted that two smaller islands were a little nearer and could
be guaranteed free from human habitation. Thus we set off towards them,
apprehensive that neither gave prospect of a safe landfall.

It was 19.00 hrs. We were the only humans in sight and shared the loneliness
with a few lobster-pot markers and sea-birds. All became very quiet as the
breeze died away.

The sun went down taking our buoyant spirits with it. Catatonia's motion
became imperceptible. During the next half hour Richard taught me some
increasingly colourful descriptions for chandlers that service outboard motors
that won't start in critical moments. He searched for a paddle, eventually
having some success with the spinnaker pole. Perhaps he was having the same
anxieties as I, namely, that we might not reach the islands by nightfall.
Although Richard was paddling frantically, it didn't seem as though we were
getting any nearer. He reassured me that the lobster-pot markers were being
left slowly astern. - .

_ A,.,7'-- - -
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`YNYS GWYLAN-FAWR LOOMS AHEAD"
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Lesson 4 continued .....

We.-aimed for the nearer rock which had a prominent summit. As we approached

Ynys Gwylan-fawr, Catatonia was being pulled by the current to one side. With

horror, we could-see the racing tide forming rapids round each side of the

island. If we didn't manoeuvre the boat accurately we would be swept into the

Irish Sea and off the "edge of the world". This prospect, coupled with

"Devil's Island"'s foreboding proximity and the falling night gave me the

bleakest -moments I have lived through. As we pulled the boat in to a crevice

between vertical rocks, seagulls, guillemots and cormorants shrieked their

disapproval at our intrusion on their island. I looked up at the rocks, with

the sea pounding us into them. It appeared to me, being afraid of heights,

like a sheer cliffiface. Richard inched carefully out of Catatonia onto the

rock, holding the anchor precariously. The boat was crashing into his legs

and I felt most unsafe as Richard searched for somewhere to lodge the anchor.

I had visions of a wave pulling the boat off the rock, out to sea, and Richard

along with it.

My distress accelerated at the prospect of having to rock climb with all the

wet gear comprising of our tent, sleeping bags and food. The rocks were

covered in guano which smelled of rotting fish wrapped in soiled nappies.

Eventually, with the boat safely anchored, we picked our way up the rock with

our loads, to a safe ledge. In the last hour we had tried to cheer ourselves

up by thinking of the safety of the-island, Richard putting up the tent whilst

I cooked a hearty meal of sausages, baked beans, hot soup, and cups of hot

tea. This cosy scenario was rudely quashed by the next discovery of omission

in this most unthoroughly provisioned of voyages. Richard had earlier been

sure' that the-primus fuel blocks were packed but could not now find them. My

heart sank. As meagre compensation, he held up our last bottle of Lucozade

and, to give me an easy task of catching the combination, put it in a

pillowcase along with a pillow and threw it up.to me. Fatigue reduces motor

coordination and consequently my skill at catching. A sickening smash

signalled the degeneration of a dry pillow and our last drink into a wet,

sticky bag full of broken glass.

Near the summit we found some windswept scrubland which was the final resting

place for some decomposing seagulls. The live ones were still swooping around

us, screeching. We found a clearing on which to pitch the tent, and confirmed

that we definitely did not have the fuel with us. There was to be no food or

hot drink. To cap it all we found that we had no tent pegs. We improvised an

erection using teaspoons, a can opener, a saucepan and a hammer. Any peeping

man Friday on our island would have been terrified by the sight of powerful

white man's voodoo warding off evil spirits with household implements at each

corner of the tent. We did have Richard's thermal blanket and survival kit,

and so retired fully clothed into sodden sleeping bags.



-- ~~~BASE CAMP,AT.DEAD GULL.GULCH"!

The next morning I awoke with a blinding headache, probably due to

dehydration.- In any other circumstances-we would have been cheerful to drink
our bottle of wine but I thought alcohol would make matters worse.. We. were

very relieved to-find the boat still intact,, even though rock abrasion had
nearly parted the rope-and had worn through one gunwale completely. The sea
swelled increasingly around the fragile looking Catatonia as she buffeted.the
inhospitable rock face many feet below. The mainland was completely invisible

through the next hazard - fog. I felt apprehensive about the descent to load

the boat, although I was getting past caring. I was numbed by the prospect of

the. long sail back . I didn't feel.at all happy about our situation, and
wanted us to sail to the nearest land and get a taxi back to the car.

~~ I

Richard had allowed f our feet of slack on the.anchor for-the tide drop. All
of this had been used so we had an.even further climb than the night before.

We had to fend off the rocks as we put up the sails. Richard complained that

there were `just too many things to remember in this dinghy sailing lark"

after a harrowing two minutes of inexplicable unwillingness to leave the rocks

were attributed to not pulling up the anchor. Moments later the fog blanketed

out all land-sightings.

*1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

All I could do for the next five hours was lean over the edge of the boat, be

sick, and just hope that we would get back to dry land just once more before

dying. Richard opened the wine to celebrate a successful mission that had

netted two thousand, one hundred and twenty experience points. I declined to

join in the toast. From this point, comatose oblivion takes over and I must

entrust narrative to the incompetent Mr Stanley .....
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Lesson 4 continued.....

I had to give my new compass it's first exercise but was unable to find the
magnetic correction for that particular ordnance survey map. I hope I
concealed surprise in my voice when I saw looming through the fog, the very
headland for which I had been navigating. Just as I had resigned myself to
hopping from rocky outcrop to outcrop, the fog lifted just enough for me to
see a distant headland some twenty degrees off to starboard. I took a quick
fix on this at one hundred and eight degrees magnetic which was to stand me in
good stead when the fog fell again. It was an hour before another sail came
into sight. We were pleased to pass the point where the couple and their
daughter had been languishing the day before and to see no sign of them. I
wondered why no-one had invented a gauge to tell you if self-balers were being
a positive or negative effect on the depth of water in the boat's bilges. I
rubbed my hand bare, forever opening and closing same. In the end, I gave up,
removed a floorboard and baled out as I sailed along.

I find that one's thoughts drift down new avenues whilst sailing after panic
has subsided. I rued the handicap endured by homo sapiens whose biology
constrains him to travel the oceans in that tiny boundary where water meets
air. The birds, and especially our invisible co-viveurs beneath the surface,
remain relatively unaffected by weather shifts as they go about their lives in
homogeneous fluids. I tried in vain to estimate the proportion of God's
species that ever experience turbulent fluid flow. I built irreverent images
of God debating such issues with his advisors. Did they know, or even care,
that turbulence sets in at Reynolds number of 1350?, or was that in SI units
only? I cannot recall the myriad disjointed thoughts I had that morning. I
do know that Wayfarer association membership will soar if Acid House parties
are banned. The fatigue, sleep deprivation, danger, exhilaration of
achievement, and occasional panic, combine to drive.a stimulant around the
body and mind at least as hallucinatory as LSD.

Lorraine felt so dreadful that as soon as she set foot on terra firma, she
took the'wet pillow to a nearby. rock and fell asleep. I went.off to attempt
to tow the trailer up the soft sand beach at the other side of the bay.. I had
hoped that Lorraine was watching the boat, remembering our sad experience
earlier when the tide left'Catatonia high' and dry.

My rcanvas shoes were drawing blood from burst blisters, so I limped back very
slowly with disappointment to.see Lorraine in a deep coma and the water some
twenty paces from Catatonia's stern. Knowing that this dilemma would be
readily described as my fault, I pondered on what compensations I could
manage. Had I seen a tea shop in the village? I recalled that I had. This
seemed to- do the trick and Lorraine forgave the inconsiderate tide when she
learned of nearby sustenance. A most endearing characteristic of Abersoch is
the multitude of tractors that tow rich people's playcraft into and out of the
shallow shelf. One of the best value fivers I've ever parted with saved us
many hours and from probable death'by exhaustion. Several' strong men
manhandled the boat onto the trailer and towed both hundreds of yards through
deep sand right back to our car. Thanks to this help, we set out for home a
mere five hours behind our original projections.
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Lesson 4 continued.....
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'THE ODYSSEY OF CATATONIA"

As I dictate this we have still not got to the Welsh border, but have been
contrasting our two very different perspectives of events. Lorraine believes
that the RYA should strip me of my Yachtmaster certificate for having the
incompetence to set out with a boat with a jammed centre board, no primus
fuel, no tent pegs, no oars and an outboard motor that won't start.

Lorraine' s condition on the return sail was so extreme as to be beyond
explanation by seasickness or fatigue. A doctor friend believes that
Lorraine's fear of heights caused heavy soiling of her hands with bird
excrement in the rock climb. Without washing facilities this transferred via

a slice of bread and butter to her stomach and precipitated salmonella
poisoning that lasted the whole day - BEWARE!

I have since discovered a book that documents all Britain's islands. It
states that the sea conditions around Bardsey can be so difficult that it has
been cut off for upto three weeks at a time. I will find the right moment to
tell Lorraine this.
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